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ABSTRACT: The modifying air coolers & the storage systems are sort for the tradition air’s coolers that is utilized to give 

rooms cooling also the refrigeration system. These systems comprise low tanks that are a mud pot whose external outskirts 

get filled from sand & slurry. The low tanker & slurry are catch from the bigger muds pots, i.e., pots-into-pots system. These 

lower tanks are loaded up alongwith water & it’s associated with upper plate by pipe. Water into the upper plate gone by 

cooling cushion that gets utilized to engrossing the water. A fan is fixed close to the cooling cushion and is trailed by a vent 

system. The plate additionally has another port which is associated with the chilly storing box. Henceforth giving the correct 

temperature to storage of transitory items. It likewise gives cold-pure water for drinking purpose nearly requiring little to no 

effort than Refrigerator with the assistance of changes Matka joined with it. It additionally diminished dampness substance 

of the air coming through desert cooler up to a few degree. The MDC comprises of a desert cooler with storage box, two 

concentric straightforward little size earthen pot known as change Matka, a purifier, stickiness controller and associating 

cylinders or funnels. Storage confine gave the desert cooler can be utilized to store standard food things, vegetables, organic 

products and so on. 
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INTRODUCTION 

India is a tropical nation where the vast majority of districts experiences lower temperature during winter & 

higher temperature throughout late spring season which is, temperature run among summers what's more, 

winter seasons is huge. Henceforth, it's anything but a very pleasant experience and profoundly awkward. 

However less expensive techniques for warming are accessible during the winter season, techniques for 

chilling off the hot temperatures throughout the mid-year don't have wide assortment of alternatives. 

Forced air systems having the higher starting & running cost, that can't managed from all of individuals 

into creating nation as India. Air cooler generally are modest, yet give unacceptable outcomes; there having 

need to building up lesser expensive room’s cooling systems [1].  

Ordinary cooling is one of the major donors of CFCs into the air. Another option kind of cooling, which 

doesn't oust CFCs is profoundly attractive as one significant advance in the amendment of this issue. 1S, 

this is the reason adiabatic cooling is ecologically agreeable on the grounds that it is an uninvolved cooling 

technique that doesn't oust CFCs. As compared to traditional air coolers systems, system efficiency and 

COPs increase by about 20% to 25%, but starting and support costs for systems that are extended due to 

expansion of heat exchangers and drain increase by around 20% to 25%. 

Regeneratively kind evaporating coolers cool the air utilizing heat exchangers notwithstanding direct 

evaporating techniques for cooling. This is seen that generally speaking productivity of system and COPs 

increment from around 20%-25% as compared to the typical air coolers systems however starting & 

support expenses for system that are expanded because of expansion of heat exchangers & pipe. This size 

for system increments because of the option of more parts [2].  

This vent systems are used to direct air to required bearings rather than distributing it across the room. 

Water also flows to the cool storing boxes on one side and around hollow boxes on the other. Since the 

crate is made of concrete, it gets cold and used for storing the perishable item. The water returned towards 

low tanks, & the loop began again. Air cooling is provided by the "Modifier air coolers cum storage 

system," which functions similarly to chilly storing frameworks. It has more cooling effect as compared to 

the ordinary air coolers & consumed less energy as compared to forced air systems.. A temperature range 

of 40-50 °C is obtained, which is not quite the same as conventional coolers, while a temperature range of 

60-80 °C is obtained, which is much higher than forced air systems. This has the same vitality as fans and 

siphons the necessary strength. Then it's on to the 5 hour race, which consumes 0.8 hours of vitality. [3].  
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This is seen which dirt gets materials that helps into evaporating cooling & indicated demonstrated 

outcomes & consequently can be utilized as an imperative component noticeable all around cooling 

systems. Henceforth, this proposed to construct air coolers that gives better room’s cooling notwithstanding 

giving a chilly storing box for refrigeration reason at a modest introductory, running what's more, upkeep 

costs which will satisfy the needs of a huge area of the society who think that it’s hard to hold up under the 

hot temperatures [4]. 

DESIGN MODELS & COMPONENT OF THE SYSTEMS 

The sizes & limit of air coolers & the storage systems are for most part controlled from:  

 The sizes for space to cool from system.  

 The volumes for things to put away vulnerable storage boxes.  

 Temperature favored inside space to cool.  

 

1. Parameters influencing the pace of the cooling:   

As cooling procedure happens from evaporating cooling, pace of the cooling gets subject to various 

components which are expressed beneath.  

 Porosity for mud pots  

 Atmosphere temperature  

 Atmosphere dampness 

 Temperatures of water provides  

  Air velocity 

Into the above expressed components, however some of the elements like speed of the air, the porosity for 

mud pots controlled from client, rest that are completely reliant onto the condition. The parameters 

influence pace of the cooling for room & cool storing boxes however they’re autonomous for any inside 

elements & can't get controlled. 

2. Components of the System: 

The principle parts of the Modified air coolers cum storages systems are Low tanks, Pumps, Cooling 

cushion, Electric fans, Vent systems, Dehumidifiers, Colder storages boxes & connecting pipe.  

3. Low tanks (Pots-in-pots systems):  

The low tanks contains pots-in-pots course of action into which internal pot gets loaded up alongwith water 

[5] during the hole among the external & inward pot is filled from sand’s slurry as represented into Figure 

1. The pot gets loaded up alongwith water what's more, pipe upto upper tanks from assistance for pipe.  

The cold storage take care is made of steel with a higher warm conductivity, such as this. These crates are 

carved into the landscape, and water circulates through the layers of cases before returning to the low tanks. 

To keep a strategic distance from heat misfortunes, the segments that are connected with one another from 

assistance for associating pipe that are made of polymer. Whenever system gets switched on, pipe & the 

electrical fans continue to operate as if they were the main segments driven by the system. Positive 

uprooting pipe pipes the water from the low tanks to the upper tanks. The chilliness of the water particle 

was assimilated by such encompassing air particles. The virus air is driven into the room by a fan that is 

placed next to the cooling cushion. A dehumidifier’s is placing next towards fans & maintains dampness all 

over, whilst the air has just a lower temperature and no dampness. This air is blown into the required path 

by vent systems.[6].  
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Figure 1: Cold Storage Box 

4. Cold storing box:  

A chilly storing box is accommodated getting cooling impacts. It is utilized for putting away short-lived 

things. The dehumidifier layers and vent structures trail the fan, which is mounted next to the cooling 

cushion. The vent systems are used to coordinate air flows in building, & dehumidifier’s is utilized to keep 

dampness from colder air. Calcium cylinders or silica gel are often used as dehumidifiers. This upper 

tanker also has another port that allows for the storage of cool products. The refrigerator is used for storing 

items that need to be kept cold. 

METHODOLOGY 

This modified air coolers cum the storing systems comprises of the two tank, for example upper tanker & 

low tank. These upper tanks are comprised by the plastic materials & low tank gets pot-in-pots systems. 

The low tanks are made up of mud pot on grounds that the porosity for mud assimilates water & aides into 

the evaporative coolings process[7].  

Fan gets fixed close towards the cooling cushion & is trailed from dehumidifier layers & vent systems. The 

vent’s systems get utilized to coordinate air stream in room & dehumidifier gets utilized to retain dampness 

by coolers air. This dehumidifier generally is calcium cylinder or the silica gel. This upper tanker is 

moreover have the other port that prompts cool storing boxes. The cold storing take care made up of the 

steel like this having the higher warm conductivity. These crates are hollow into the nature & water circles 

all through layer of cases & returned back towards the low tanks. The segments those are associated with 

one other from assistance for associating pipe that are made by the polymer to maintain a strategic distance 

from heat misfortunes. Figure 2 showed created working models of proposed systems [8]. 
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Figure 2: Illustrating the Working of the Modifier Air Coolers Cum Storage Systems 

At point when the system gets turned on, pipe & electrical fans begin running like they become the main 

segments using powering into system. This water into low tanks gets piped towards   upper tanks from 

positive uprooting pipe. The water at that point arrives at upper tank also; it at that point streams in cooling 

cushion. This cooling cushion assimilates water particle originating by upper tanks [9].  

Such encompassing air particle assimilated chillness of water particle. The fan that is set close for cooling 

cushion drive the virus air to room. A dehumidifier’s is set close towards fan & it retains dampness 

noticeable all around and the air currently has just lower temperature & not dampness. This air is flown 

into necessary course from vent systems. These vent systems are utilized to passing air into necessary 

bearing & not indiscriminately in the room. Onto opposite sides, water additionally streams to the cool 

storing boxes & streams around hollow boxes. As container made up of steel, crate gets chill & this might 

utilized to putting away short-lived things. The water at that point returned back towards low tanks & cycle 

is rehashed. From utilizing the system, room’s cooling should possible adequately as compared to typical 

air coolers & less expensive as compared to an air conditioners alongwith expansion towards giving 

storage systems [10]. 

 

RESULT ANALYSIS 

The experimentation is completed for recording perceptions into 960 cubic feets space to the five hour into 

Coimbatore, on the twentieth & the 21st March in the year 2014. Table 1 illustrate the Initial Condition. 

Property & the dimension of room considers for the experimentations are- 

 The floorings are concrete.  

 Two sides room gets secured from solid dividers.  

 Two sides room gets secured alongwith glasses protection.  

 The roof gets secured from thermocole layers. 

Table 1: Initial Condition 
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Table 2: Illustrating the Comparison of the Room Temperatures by using Convention Air Coolers & 

the Modified Air Coolers  

 

It is seen by Table 2 the 5 hours room temperatures diminished by 36 °C towards 28 °C from utilizing 

traditional air coolers, into the most recent 2 hours temperature of the room stays consistent over 28 °C. 

During utilizing modifying air coolers room temperature diminishes upto 24 °C that is 4 °C not exactly 

ordinary desert coolers. 

 

Table 3: Illustrating the Comparison of the Water Temperature into the Pots-In-Pots System and 

Conventional Pots 

 

By Table 3, this is seen that into 5 hours water’s temperature diminishes by 330c towards 230c from 

utilizing ordinary pots. While utilizing pots into the pot framework, water’s temperature diminishes upto 

210 degrees C that is 20 degrees C not exactly regular desert’s coolers. 
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Table 4: Change in Temperature alongwith the Respect to the Time 

 

By Table 4, this is seen that temperature in the storages box diminishes by 35°C towards 24°C inside 5 

hour. The temperature becomes appropriate to put away transient food things. 

CONCLUSION 

The "Modifier air coolers cum storing framework" gives air cooling just like chilly storing frameworks. It 

gives preferable cooling impacts over ordinary air coolers & devours less vitality as compared to forced air 

systems. The temperature for 40-50 °C not exactly the traditional coolers is acquired where as a 

temperature scope of 60-80 °C much than forced air systems gotten. This becomes vitality effective like 

just fans & siphon required power. Onto the running to 5 hours, & 0.8 hours of vitality gets devoured. This 

additionally have an extremely lower introductory, running & to upkeep cost that is entirely calculable. 

This tends to extremely valuable into the tropical nations as India that have higher temperature & the 

mugginess throughout late spring. 
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